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Science 1999  Venter

Mycoplasma genitalium...

test an artif chromosome...

talking abt this since 1995...


580 kb genome  talking about synthesis...

goal synthesis of a minimal cell..

why a minimal cell?... possibility of adding stuff  (eg a cell wall)

starts with bottles of bases  AGCT

make 50 base oligos...
then make cassettes  to 50k bases... then assemble those...

then do genome transplant

put syntetic genome into a recipient cell...


can leave out genes, add genes... and see if we can reduce it even further....


we do not understand how xplant works.


take recipient cell

add a marker  to your synth dna  like tcn (tetracycline) resistance gene and lac c marker
... a blue colony that grows in the presence of tetracycline.


began in 2004...


in 2004  all that had been done

phi X174  5.4kb

and polyketide synthase ;gene cluster  at 31.7kb....


always in a hurry with Craig Venter!


pieces overlap  so can do homologous recombo..

want to get annealing at 75 degr C   and put dna ligase in the reaction


try to assemble 8 cassettes all at once  using chew-back ...


cassettes can assemble with only 40 overlaps...


did not get enough of the whole chromo...

could not get it in above the 1/4 molec stage...

why not move to yeast ;


it worked in yeast!

Mycoplasma genitalium genome....

do it in 3 stages of in vitro assembly then put it all into yeast and got a 583K bp
  pub in 2008; in pnas.


then assembled to 24kb  and then put them all into yeast...

but had no way to get it out into the M  gen.


then used Mycopl mycoides  and add these to M capricolum....


so,  how do get the dna out of yeast?


then put yeast vector into M mycoides and then move that into capricoum...


but are there restriction systems?

6 in mycoides and 1 (in common  in capricolum)


most exciting result of his career...


started over....  put in another 1 M...

synthesis  Myc mycoides  1.1 M bps  added lac b gene and tcn resistance....


synthesized that in yeast....

james joyce... to live, to err to fall to triumph to recreate life out of life  james joyce...


what i cannot build, i cannot understand... richard feynman...

10 one kb frags then make 10 kb frags...  tried this is ecoli... but toxic to ecoli above 100kb


characterization of the synthetic genome isolated from yeast....


why was it not functional!!!


was it an incorrect dna seq... did we delete an essential gene?

did the watermark sequences cause lethality?


was there a dna synt error intro during assembly...?

we have 11 100kb pieces at the end...

problem was a single base deletetion thwarted our efforts...

single base in the dna a gene...  !!!!

yes it worked!  (sort of... but only a single colony)

they got a gblue colony!  (but only one)


;but it was real...  and they did sequence it...   it was M mycoides throughout not anot capricolum...

M mycoides  has 1.1  M bps...   

their syn  has all 4 watermarks...

pub in Scinece  on 2 July 2010....


undergrad  Frank Li... one of Drew Endy's studenst  in 76 hours  he sequenced it and sent them an email...


so, is it a synthetic dell

how abt  ribosomes,  tRNAs, enzymes, membranes.... too difficult...

but  at some point, as it divides, it will be entirely synthetic  (its clones)...


****
outcome:  better methods f:

producing bacteria from genomes engineered in yeast....

remove virulence factors  from a bug you're interested in...

chemical synthesis of the mouse mitochondrial genome...

can do this for enzymatic assembly of DNA molecs ....

high speed prod of influ. vaccines...

they can do it in 7 days...   and now in 20 hours...

*******

Synthetic Genomics... is his company (with craig)....


SGI has discovered an error correcting endonuclease.

can get error rate down to 1 in 10kb...


how well is it working?

syn phiX genome 5.4kb...

trad methods:

start with high quality oligos... assemble then close into e coli and use sanger seq.


with  our error correc. can elimiate the e coli clone....    (sanger is v expensive)...


microchip dna synth ppoled olgios

id theones that have perfect oligos...

use FEBIT tech ...  geo church lab:  light deconvolution.


************

synth a cell in which we know what every single gene does
 will help us better understand how cells work and how to design from scratch...

now can delete one at a time...



start with 16K  oligos  and assemble a 483Kb minimal genome...

but it did NOT work...

look at every decision we made to keep or delete... but 25% we were wrong...

now looking at one that is 620KB... added those back in....   has not been tested yet
clyde hutchision

what we want is a cell where we know exactly what every gene is doing...
eg so we can do work like what markus is doing ... completey computer sim.

we have grown cells for a long time... the synth mycoides cell... very stable...

use transposon mutagenesis data to determine what to keep vs delete...



